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mmigrants, though never the focus of the
In this brief we argue that even a reformed
nation’s long-running debate over welfare
PRWORA embodies a fundamental shift in the
reform, were thrust into the center of this
locus of the nation’s immigrant policy from the
important social experiment by the Personal
federal government to states and localities.
Responsibility and Work Opportunity
(Immigrant policy covers the government rules
Reconciliation Act (PRWORA), enactand investments designed to promote
ed in August 1996.1 As initially
the social and economic integraAlthough
passed, PRWORA’s restrictions
tion of newcomers.3) The new
the restoration of
on immigrant access to benepolicy fragments what had
SSI and derivative Medifits, particularly Supplepreviously been uniform
caid benefits to many legal
mental Security Income
national rules set by
immigrants under the Balanced Congress and the courts
(SSI) benefits and food
Budget Act of 1997 is a major
stamps, were expected to
regarding noncitizens’
victory
for immigrant advocates, eligibility for public benaccount for $23 billion—
this does not alter many of the
almost half of the total
efits. Further, because
law’s far-reaching effects on
federal savings that welstates are granted far
fare reform was expected immigrants or on the new role greater power than before
to generate.
state and local governments to deny public benefits to
The Balanced Budget Act
noncitizens, welfare reform
will play in immigrant
of 1997 restores SSI and derivative
deepens the differences between
integration.
Medicaid benefits to all elderly and dishow citizens and noncitizens are
abled immigrants receiving SSI at the time
treated and redefines noncitizens’ membership
PRWORA was enacted and to all legal immiin society.
grants in the United States on the date of enactBy drawing the kind of bright line
ment who become disabled in the future. The
between legal immigrants and citizens that
budget act also restores additional benefits to
was formerly drawn between illegal and legal
refugees and expands the group of immigrants
immigrants, welfare reform tightens the circle
treated as refugees.2
of full membership within our society.4 By
This restoration of benefits represents a
conditioning access to the safety net on
major victory for immigrant advocates. But
citizenship, welfare reform elevates the
these reinstated benefits do not alter many of the
importance of citizenship in a nation where its
law’s far-reaching effects on immigrants, on the
value has been limited largely to exercising
nation’s immigrant policy, or on the new role
political rights, holding some government
state and local governments will play in shaping
jobs, and obtaining certain immigration
the policies that govern immigrant integration.
privileges.5
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Welfare Reform and
Immigrant Policy

Restricting Access to the Social
Safety Net: Current Immigrants
The budget act not only restores
Unlike other high-immigration
SSI and derivative Medicaid benefits to
countries such as Australia, Canada,
immigrants receiving SSI at the time
and Israel, the United States up to now
PRWORA was passed, it will extend
has had only a limited set of federal
SSI to legal immigrants in the United
policies specifically targeted to immiStates at the date of enactment who
grants. These have included policies
become disabled at a future date.
that help refugees resettle, assist
However, the budget agreement does
immigrants and others to learn
not restore any eligibility for immiEnglish, and seek to offset the
grants losing food stamps. An
impacts of immigration on local
estimated 1.4 million current
These broad shifts in immigrant policy noncitizen food stamp recipischools. A few states with subare taking place within the context of a ents, or 77 percent of current
stantial immigrant populations,
such as Massachusetts, have
relatively inclusive immigration policy. noncitizen food stamp recipisupplemented federal programs
The United States now admits roughly ents, will lose benefits under
7
with their own funds. In general,
800,000 legal immigrants annually who welfare reform. Many immithough, these federal and state
grants losing food stamps will
are eligible to become citizens: more not be able to increase work to
initiatives have been limited
than to all nations in Western Europe make up for lost benefits, as 17
both in scope and funding.
combined and more than at any percent of all noncitizens receivIn contrast to this skeletal
set of express federal immigrant
ing food stamps are children, 17
previous point in our history.
policies, the nation’s de facto
percent are 60 or older, and 7
immigrant policy gives legal
percent already work full time.
immigrants eligibility for mainstream
efforts to reduce high legal immigrasocial programs such as AFDC,
Restricting Access: Future
tion levels. As a result, welfare reform
Medicaid, and loans for higher educaImmigrants
marks a broad pullback in U.S. immition on largely the same terms as citiBecause of the immediate hardgrant policy at a time of high, suszens. Further, the federal courts have
ships faced by current immigrants
tained immigration to the United
barred states from discriminating
losing benefits, less attention has
States, creating what can be viewed as
against legal immigrants in state or
been given to welfare reform’s broada mismatch between the nation’s
federal public benefit programs. These
er exclusion of future immigrants
immigration and immigrant policies.
from safety net programs. Future
rulings have generally promoted legal
immigrants are not only excluded
immigrants’ access to social welfare
In
What
Ways
Does
from SSI and food stamps, they will
programs while circumscribing the
Welfare
Reform
be barred for five years after entry
states’ role in immigrant policy design.
from Medicaid, TANF, and any other
Welfare reform dramatically
Redefine Immigrant
programs defined by the attorney genreorders these arrangements. By
Policy?
eral as federal means-tested public
restricting legal immigrants’ eligibility
benefits. Unless immigrants naturalDividing the Immigrant Population
for benefits, the law transforms U.S.
ize or work 10 years in covered
into Qualified and Unqualified
immigrant policy from one that has
employment, their exclusion can conImmigrants
historically treated legal immigrants
tinue after the five-year federal bar.
For the first time, welfare reform
and citizens alike to one that, with
This prolonged exclusion is accomsegments the immigrant population
some exceptions, mandates that legal
into broad categories for the purpose
plished by “sponsor deeming”—that
immigrants be barred from “federal
of receipt of public benefits: qualified
is, by ascribing the income of the
means-tested benefit programs.” (As
and unqualified immigrants. This
immigrant’s sponsor to the immigrant
of this writing the scope of “federal
approach is intended to simplify the
for the purposes of qualifying for
means-tested programs” has been limlaws governing aliens’ rights to benemeans-tested benefits.
ited to Temporary Assistance to Needy
fits. But simplifying the law in this
It is important to recognize that
Families (TANF) and Medicaid.)
way expressly relegates several classdeeming usually disqualifies appliFurther, the law marks the first time in
es of immigrants lawfully in the
cants for benefits. Under welfare
modern history that Congress has
United States (such as applicants for
reform, states have the ability to
explicitly authorized states to discrimasylum or adjustment of status) to the
impose sponsor deeming on future
inate against legal immigrants in the
same unqualified status as the undocimmigrants for federal, state, and local
administration of their public benefit
umented. It thereby blurs distinctions
programs. States also have the option
programs.6
These broad shifts in immigrant
between immigrants here with the
of providing coverage to future immipolicy are taking place within the
government’s consent and those here
grants without deeming. While this
context of a relatively inclusive
without it.
population of “future immigrants” is
immigration policy. The United States
now admits roughly 800,000 legal
immigrants annually who are eligible
to become citizens: more than to all
nations in Western Europe combined
and more than at any previous point in
our history. While recent legislation
makes it more difficult for low-income
U.S. citizens or legal permanent residents to sponsor immigrants, the last
(104th) Congress expressly rejected

Exempting Education and Human
Capital Programs
Although welfare reform restricts
immigrant access to certain safety net
programs, it expressly retains immi-

How Does Welfare
Reform Redefine
State/Federal Roles in
Immigrant Policy?
The new welfare reform law is
striking not only for the new lines that
it draws between classes of immigrants
but also for the power that it vests in
states to draw those lines. The law is
also notable for the greater financial
responsibility that falls to states choosing to extend benefits to noncitizens.
In addition, the law expands states’
responsibilities to police benefit programs to ensure that unauthorized
immigrants do not receive benefits.
Welfare reform, then, transfers much

of the governance of immigrant policy
from the federal to the state and local
levels.
The case for and against devolution of immigrant policy to the states
mirrors arguments for and against
devolution generally. That is, proponents of devolution argue that lodging
immigrant policy with state and local
governments allows them to target
benefits and services more efficiently
to the needs of local populations. The
case for localized policymaking is particularly strong given differences
across immigrant populations in terms
of their native languages, English language capacity, educational credentials, family structure, employment
and social networks, and culture. At
the same time, giving states the ability
to restrict access to benefits allows
them to make more cost-effective
choices about the allocation of scarce
financial resources. This reordering of
financial responsibility may be particularly significant in an era of continuing high immigration marked by
limited cost sharing on the part of the
federal government. In addition,

Overview of Noncitizens’ Benefits Eligibility
SSI

Food Stamps

Medicaid

TANF

Other Federal
Means-Tested
Benefits

State/Local
Public Benefits

Qualified Immigrants Arriving before August 23, 1996
Legal
Permanent
Residents

Yes

No

State option

State option

State option

State option

Asylees,
Refugeesa

Eligible for
first 7 years

Eligible for
first 5 years

Eligible for
first 7 years

Eligible for
first 5 years

Eligible for
first 5 years

Eligible for
first 5 years

Barred for first
5 years; state
option afterward

Barred for first
5 years; state
option afterward

State option

Qualified Immigrants Arriving after August 22, 1996
Legal
Permanent
Residents

No

No

Barred for first
5 years; state
option afterward

Asylees,
Refugeesa

Eligible for
first 7 years

Eligible for
first 5 years

Eligible for
first 7 years

Eligible for
first 5 years

Eligible for
first 5 years

Eligible for
first 5 years
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Shifting the Burden of Support to
Immigrants’ Families
Broad restrictions on immigrant
access to benefits, coupled with new
support obligations for immigrant
sponsors, shift responsibility for the
provision of safety net services from
the federal government to the immigrant family. The new immigrant policy will force the families of future
immigrants to absorb the health and
other costs of family members—even
where costs are unpredictable, such as
those that arise when future immigrants
become disabled after they enter the
country.

grants’ eligibility for education and
human capital programs. The legislation explicitly states that legal immigrants will remain eligible for Head
Start, means-tested elementary and
secondary programs, federal higher
education assistance, and services
provided under the Job Training
Partnership Act.
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now small, it will grow rapidly given
the nation’s high immigration levels.
As the future immigrant population
grows, so too will the law’s impact on
legal immigrants and the communities
in which they settle.

Unqualified Immigrants
Illegal
Immigrants

No

No

Emergency
services only

No

Nob

Noc

PRUCOL
Immigrants

Nod

No

Emergency
services only

No

No

Noc

Source: Urban Institute 1997.
a. Cuban and Haitian entrants, Amerasians, and aliens granted withholding of deportation are also included in this group.
b. States have the option to provide WIC to unqualified immigrants.
c. Selected programs are exempted, including short-term noncash relief, immunizations, testing and treatment for communicable
diseases, and selected assistance from community programs.
d. Those immigrants receiving SSI as of August 22, 1996, will continue to be eligible until September 30, 1998.
PRUCOL = Persons Residing under Cover of Law.
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giving states the ability to condition
challenge was rejected by a federal
Whether they will provide federal
aid on citizenship aligns the interests
district court in July and has been
means-tested public benefits to
of both the federal and state governappealed.
future immigrants after five years;
ments in encouraging naturalization.
Third, to restrict illegal immiOpponents of transferring immigrants’ access to public resources,
What mix of state- and locally
grant policy raise several counterwelfare reform requires that states
funded services (e.g., general
arguments. Welfare reform gives
verify the immigration status of appliassistance (GA) or indigent care)
states the power to shape the meaning
cants for all “federal public benefits
they will extend to current and
of citizenship—a power that flows
programs which provide direct federfuture legal immigrants; and
from the states’ new authority to
al expenditures” including services,
define the rights and benefits due to
contracts, and grants.11 Further, by
What tools (e.g., bars, deeming,
legal noncitizens. Many argue that
making citizenship, not simply legal
state residency requirements) they
this power is better left to the federal
presence, a prerequisite for receiving
will use to restrict immigrant
government, as states could deploy
certain public benefits, states must
access to state-funded services.
their new authority in ways
now determine whether applithat would effectively discourare citizens, not simply
The new welfare reform law is striking cants
age new immigrants, or classes
that they are legally present.
not only for the new lines that it draws
of immigrants, from entering
Fourth, state agencies
and settling—thereby fragbetween classes of immigrants, but for administering federal housing,
menting the country’s uniform
and TANF programs must
the power that it vests in states to draw SSI,
immigration policies. Further,
report to the INS the names,
those lines. The law is also notable for addresses, and other identifying
given immigration’s highly
concentrated character, devothe greater financial responsibility that information of aliens whom the
lution of immigrant policy
“knows are unlawfully in
falls to states choosing to extend benefits state
may only exaggerate the disthe United States.”12
to noncitizens.
proportionate fiscal burdens
Each of these new conalready borne by the few states
straints on state discretion
in which immigrants are conreflects an expansion of federal
centrated and which, for political or
immigration control objectives into the
New Limits on State Authority
other reasons, extend benefits to
day-to-day operations of state and
While welfare reform generally
noncitizens.
local government agencies. This trend
provides states with greater authority
Devolution of immigrant polihas been evolving since the passage of
when it comes to determining legal
the 1986 Immigration Reform and
cy—like other areas of social welfare
immigrants’ eligibility for public
Control Act, which required that agenpolicy—also invokes the specter of a
benefits, it simultaneously reduces
cies administering selected federal
race to the bottom, in which states
state discretion in developing policies
benefit programs verify the legal status
seeking to avoid becoming welfare
that deal with illegal immigrants.
of noncitizens. Welfare reform submagnets provide their residents with
First, PRWORA requires a state wishstantially accelerates it.
fewer benefits than they would
ing to provide most services to undocotherwise choose to do. Finally,
umented and other “not qualified”
New State Spending
noncitizens cannot vote and are
immigrants8 to enact a new law that
explicitly announces the state’s intent
The new immigrant restrictions
increasingly members of racial and
to do so. Existing laws do not count;
are likely to generate new state and
ethnic minorities, making them parthe laws must be enacted after welfare
local costs, exacerbating current
ticularly vulnerable to state and local
reform’s passage. Some legal scholars
intergovernmental fiscal inequities
discretion.
have questioned whether this requirethat flow from immigration.13 Under
ment unconstitutionally infringes
current fiscal arrangements, immigraNew Areas of State Discretion
upon states’ sovereignty by forcing
tion generates a net surplus for the
What, then, are some of the new
them to pass laws in order to govern
federal government, a net deficit for
powers that welfare reform vests in
in an area of policy the federal govlocal governments, and mixed results
states? The law allows states to decide
ernment has not preempted.9
at the state level, depending on an
for the first time:
Second, states are barred from
individual state’s spending and tax
retaining “sanctuary laws” that prostructure. This is because most of the
Whether they will provide certain
hibit state or local officials from
taxes paid by immigrants flow to the
federal benefits (TANF, Medicaid,
reporting illegal immigrants to the
U.S. Treasury (e.g., FICA), while
and other means-tested benefits) to
Immigration and Naturalization
many of the services used by immicurrent legal immigrants;
Service (INS). This prohibition was
grants (e.g., education) are paid for by
challenged by New York City Mayor
local governments.
Whether they will fund participaRudolph Giuliani, who claimed that it
According to Congressional
tion of future immigrants in federviolates principles of federalism and
Budget Office estimates for the
al means-tested programs during
jeopardizes public health.10 Giuliani’s
1997–2002 period, the federal
the five-year federal bar;
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government would have provided $23
levels of government, generating
Medicaid, Title XX Social Services
billion less to state and local governdivergent immigrant policies not just
Block Grant programs, and other fedments as a result of welfare reform’s
across states but across counties.
eral means-tested programs. As of
immigrant restrictions than if no
Because immigrants, and in particular
this writing, none of the major immireform had passed.14 Restoration of
poor immigrants, are highly concengrant-receiving states has limited curfederal SSI and Medicaid benefits will
trated in central cities,16 financially
rent legal immigrants’ access to
reduce these savings by about $11.4
strapped urban counties like Los
TANF, Medicaid, or Title XX Block
billion, according to early estimates.
Angeles may find it particularly diffiGrant programs. Fear of becoming a
Still, the fiscal impacts of PRWORA’s
cult to increase expenditures on newwelfare magnet has not driven at least
immigrant provisions are likely to be
comer populations.
these states to withdraw benefits. In
felt at the state and local levels.
fact only one state, Alabama, has
Noncitizens remain barred from food
chosen to deny or limit immigrant
Immigrant Policy:
stamps; since these are fully funded by
participation in TANF.
What Choices Are
the federal government, any replaceStates can also decide whether
ment cost will be fully borne by state
they will exclude future immigrants
States Making?
or local governments. The fiscal
from TANF, Medicaid, and any other
effects of these and other federal beneIn the wake of welfare reform,
means-tested federal benefits after the
fit curbs will be disproportionately felt
states face three broad sets of choices
five-year federal bar ends. In contrast
by the six states that together account
as they shape their immigrant polito their treatment of current immifor three-quarters of the immigrant
cies. First, they must set eligibility
grants, many early state proposals
population—if they choose to extend
criteria for state- and federally funded
(including states with substantial
benefits to noncitizens. In fact,
immigrant populations) do not
California and New York alone
extend either federal or state
The devolution of immigrant policy to benefits to future immigrants.
account for half of all noncitizen
the states is triggering a further “passfood stamp participants.15
Furthermore, states must
It could be argued that onethrough” devolution to counties and determine whether they will
time fiscal gains from welfare
other local units of government. This exclude qualified legal immireform will help offset these
pass-through devolution will drive grants from their own state- and
losses. However, the two states
funded benefit programs
immigration politics to lower levels of locally
with the largest immigrant popand, if they choose to do so,
government, generating divergent which immigrants will lose benulations, California and New
immigrant policies not just across efits. For noncitizen food stamp
York, stand to gain substantially
less than most others from the
recipients and for virtually all
states but across counties.
expected short-term TANF
future immigrants who fall on
windfall. (This is because each
hard times, these state choices
state’s TANF block grant is based on
programs. Second, they must decide
regarding state and local programs are
the size of its welfare caseload in the
if they will spend state funds to offset
likely to prove the most important.
early to mid-1990s. Thus, states like
the loss of federal benefits and proMaryland, for example, will provide
California and New York that have not
mote naturalization. Third, they must
state-funded food assistance to legal
experienced steep declines in their
determine how vigorously they will
immigrant children but not to legal
welfare rolls get a smaller short-term
enforce new restrictions on legal and
immigrant adults.
financial windfall.)
illegal immigrants’ use of benefits, as
Finally, states must determine
Welfare reform’s immigrant prowell as the support obligations of
whether they will exclude illegal and
visions are also likely to stimulate
future immigrants’ sponsors.
other “not qualified” needy immiother areas of state spending: several
grants from state and federal benefit
large immigrant states and cities are
Determining Eligibility for Benefits
programs. For a narrowly circumspending money to help immigrants
Welfare reform empowers states
scribed number of programs, includthrough the naturalization process.
to set eligibility criteria across a wide
ing WIC, states may provide services
And all states are likely to be forced
range of federal, state, and locally
without having to enact a law that
to bear new administrative costs from
funded programs. States are impleexpressly authorizes them to do so.
expanded verification and reporting
menting these new responsibilities by
For other types of state benefits,
requirements.
determining which populations they
though, such as indigent care, it
will exclude from benefits as well as
appears they must take on the politiNew Local Immigrant Policies
how they will condition the benefits
cally difficult, federally mandated
The devolution of immigrant polthey extend to otherwise qualified
burden of enacting new legislation.
icy to the states is triggering a further
populations.
Again, this new federal requirement
“pass-through” devolution to counties
raises constitutional concerns.
and other local units of government.
Exclusions. As we have noted, states
This pass-through devolution will
are authorized to exclude or bar
Conditions of Eligibility. States are
drive immigration politics to lower
current immigrants from TANF,
also using their new legal authority to
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condition the receipt of benefits for
stamps. Thus, states may be forced to
Financing Benefits for Those
immigrants who meet broad eligibilicreate new programs from the ground
Losing Federal Services
ty criteria. One important new power
up, incurring high costs associated with
The second broad area of state
that welfare reform grants states is
establishing the needed administrative
choice has to do with spending. Here
the authority to deem the incomes of
and service delivery “infrastructure.”
states must decide whether to finance
immigrant sponsors. In considering
One way around this problem is to proservices out of their own revenues for
how they will apply deeming, states
vide aid to food pantries. This may be a
(a) current immigrants losing food
have several options. These include
viable alternative, but it is hard to
stamps and (b) future immigrants
determining which programs they
ensure that food is received by target
denied food stamps, SSI, SSIwill condition on sponsor deeming,
populations such as elderly or disabled
Medicaid, and other “means-tested
whether to deem the sponsor’s full
immigrants.
federal public benefits.” States may
income, the length of the deemAnother way states can
ing period, and whether deeming
provide food assistance to nonEfforts to frame new eligibility criteria citizens is by purchasing food
will be applied to current and
for noncitizens are leading to the de stamps from the federal govfuture immigrants. In Washfacto creation of new classes of immi- ernment and distributing them to
ington State, for example, the
grants, defined by their state of legal immigrants. (State purchases
legislature has voted to make
residence, the date of their arrival, the were authorized by the FY 1997
both current and future immilength of their residency within an Emergency Supplemental Approgrants eligible for TANF,
individual state, and their progress priations Act.) Despite these
Medicaid, and Social Services
Block Grant programs. However,
through the naturalization process. changes, it now appears that when
the state will deem sponsor
While all these criteria may influence states do provide food assistance
incomes for all immigrants,
eligibility, none bears directly on to noncitizens, they offer a lower
thereby limiting their actual
level of support than federal food
indigence or need.
receipt of public benefits.
stamps and provide it to only
Another new condition of
selected groups of the formerly
eligibility that states are imposing on
eligible immigrant population (e.g., the
decide which losses to offset, which
legal immigrants is state residency
disabled elderly).
immigrants to cover, and the duration
requirements. Maryland has passed
of benefits. They must also decide
legislation that would provide TANF
Enforcement
whether to allocate federal funds proto current immigrants who have been
A third new area of choice is the
vided under TANF or Social Services
residents of the state for 12 months or
commitments that states make to
Block Grant programs to current
have moved from another state that
policing restrictions on legal and illeimmigrants.
provided cash benefits. It should be
gal immigrants’ benefits use and
Current state-level deliberations
emphasized that these proposed
enforcing sponsors’ support obligahave highlighted several constraints in
residency requirements, which in the
tions. One threshold decision states
substituting state for federal benefits.
past have been struck down by the
will make is whether to spend the
One is the limited ability of GA procourts because they violated the
money required to set up administragrams to replace the benefits lost to
constitutionally protected right to
tive systems that can enforce the
legal immigrants. In general, GA cash
travel, are now being applied only to
affidavit of support signed by an
benefits are substantially lower than
noncitizens.
immigrant’s sponsor. States are also
either SSI or TANF benefits. Indeed,
Some states are conditioning
facing choices regarding the scope of
even in a state with a generous GA
benefits receipt on pursuit of naturalthe verification they will undertake in
program (such as New York), immiization. New Jersey, for example,
benefit programs: Will they only vergrants no longer eligible for food
makes receipt of GA beyond six
ify the legal status and citizenship of
stamps and SSI will replace less than
months contingent on naturalization.
those who volunteer that they are not
60 percent of these federal benefits by
In sum, efforts to frame new
citizens? Or will they undertake the
qualifying for state GA. Moreover, not
eligibility criteria for noncitizens are
much larger task of verifying the legal
every state or jurisdiction has a GA
leading to the de facto creation of new
status of all applicants for benefits?
program in place. Nine states do not
How will they reconcile state privacy
classes of immigrants, defined by
have a GA program at all, and nine
requirements with federal reporting
their state of residence, the date of
other states17 only have a program in
certain counties, including the highdemands? Will they report suspected
their arrival, the length of their
immigrant states of Illinois, Florida,
illegal immigrants to the INS?
residency within an individual state,
and Texas.
the welfare policies in place in the
Another emerging issue is the
state of their former residence (if
Conclusion
challenge states face in replacing federapplicable), and their progress
al food stamp benefits. Currently, most
Although the recently enacted
through the naturalization process.
states do not operate food or nutrition
budget agreement restores SSI and
While all these criteria may influence
programs that can be used to deliver
derivative Medicaid to almost a half
eligibility, none bears directly on
assistance to noncitizens losing food
million noncitizens, welfare reform
indigence or need.
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still represents a sharp reduction in the
safety net available to current and
especially future immigrants, as well
as a fundamental shift in immigrant
policy and its governance. Legal
immigrants arriving in the United
States will no longer be treated the
same as citizens in many federal and
state benefit programs, creating a new
official policy of immigrant exceptionalism. At the same time, welfare
reform fragments immigrant policy by
transferring much of its formulation,
funding, and enforcement from the
federal government to the states.
Devolution will mean that the
public resources dedicated to immigrants’ integration will be determined
by the states and counties in which
they live and pay taxes. And this in
turn raises a number of questions that
will be the subject of ongoing
monitoring by the Urban Institute. Will
the acrimonious national political
debate over immigration transfer to the
state and local levels along with the
transfer of decisionmaking? How well
will the interests of noncitizens, most
of whom are minorities and who cannot vote, be represented at the state and
local levels? Will immigrants secure
more generous spending policies in
places where they are concentrated and
where their impacts may be more
forcefully felt? Or will more generous
spending be in jurisdictions where they
are less concentrated and their fiscal
and other impacts less visible? Finally,
will states and the urban counties in
which immigrants are concentrated
have the fiscal capacity to extend benefits—even if they are politically
inclined to do so?
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